Shipping Emits CO2 than Aviation.  A Solar-Powered Boat Could Change That.
by Eva Rothenburg
April 13, 2022 (abridged) – For his first few days at sea on the MS Porrima, Gunter Pauli was stunned by the silence aboard his solar-powered ship. 
"When you have no engine running, there's silence.  There's a real sense of awe and resilience.  And you have a lot of time on your hands to reflect," the Belgian entrepreneur and economist said in a phone interview.  "There's a clear feeling of, 'Oh my God, I'm vulnerable -- I better use what I have carefully.'"
Using limited resources effectively is the core philosophy underpinning the Porrima, a concept boat centered on environmental research.  It aims to show how sustainable technology could revolutionize the shipping industry.
Maritime transport drives over 80% of global trade.  But it disrupts marine ecosystems, contributes to ocean acidification, and accounts for more CO2 emissions than aviation each year....
Artistic Design Inspirations
The ship is a case study in sustainability.  A miniature farm allows Pauli to cultivate edible spirulina algae and mushrooms below deck, while air bubble nets prevent overfishing by separating fish by weight and then releasing the reproductive females, which tend to be heavier due to their eggs.  As well as being largely powered by solar panels, the vessel will soon be equipped with a filter that isolates and concentrates nano-plastics from seawater, then converts them into hydrogen fuel....
Mission to Educate
....  But Pauli also hopes to inspire change in the immediate future, with some of the ship's technology expected to be disseminated through the shipping sector.  By 2024, Pauli said, his nano-plastic filters are set to be installed on 1,000 ships in the Mediterranean Sea, to initiate a larger-scale cleaning campaign.  By 2025, Morocco is scheduled to launch a fleet of ships equipped with Pauli's air bubble fishing technology, he added....
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